
RICHARD “MACK” MACHOWICZ is best known as the compelling host and producer
of Discovery Channel’s hit show “FutureWeapons” in addition to producing and
hosting a one-hour special for the Discovery Channel called “Weapons That
Changed the World,” which continues to be seen on both the Discovery and
Military Channels. He just signed an exclusive development deal with SPIKE TV to
host and executive produce some cool guy-centric programming due to air in 2010.
Mack also hosted and developed a one-hour pilot for NBC with J.D. Roth of 3ball
and David Broome of 25/7 called The Gift, which aired on Bravo. He filmed a
cameo appearance with Gerard Butler in the film GAMER directed by Mark
Neveldine and Brian Taylor, the dynamic duo that created the hit film Crank.
Mack was also central in the marketing blitz of the video game Red Faction:
Guerilla for THQ. He co-wrote and hosted five webisodes that featured him
detailing the game’s weapons, game play and also included a weekend weapon
firing familiarization junket. Red Faction: Guerilla went from a relatively
unheralded game to an acclaimed game that generated almost $15 million in sales
within the first few weeks of its release.

Much of Mack's expertise derives from his experience as a ten-year veteran of the
U.S. Navy SEALs. While a member of SEAL Team One and Two he participated in
numerous tactical operations. During his service in SEAL Team Two, he was
attached to the training cadre as the Leading Petty Officer of Land, Mountain and
Arctic Warfare. He has over 25 years of experience in the martial arts studying
such systems as muay thai boxing, Jeet Kune Do, kickboxing, aikido, jujitsu,
savate, arnis and karate. He was a certified instructor in the Naval Special
Warfare Combat Fighting Instructor Course, a Nava...
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